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1. 

She cursed again, slowly leaning back against the mouldy cave wall, and gingerly circled the 

golden liquid around in her mug. Then, with grubby shaking hands, she turned to me, “Ie’me give yer 

a feckin piece of advice about survivin’ this shit hole of a planet missy” the haggard woman paused 

midway through her thoughts and drank back the dregs, bearing her blackened teeth and wiping her 

chin.  After another satisfying pause she then held out the beat up mug for another two fingers 

worth of my moonshine, and shook it in my face. Great!  Just what I wanted to hear, more stories 

about surviving the mountains. 

 I didn’t know what to expect this morning when I packed my haversack and left the township, 

making the long trek up the cliffs to the cave, but tales of skinning the local wildlife weren’t high on 

my expectations.  Harry, the township barman, and my guardian, had warned me about her and 

others like her along the mountain plateau. He also warned me it was unwise to make the trip alone 

as the rains were on their way and there were probably more bands of Chrome riders roaming the 

flats. They were almost as nasty as the aboriginal Bulls that plundered our sites, only chrome riders 

were just plain untrustworthy bastards out to make a fast buck or two selling their animal skins or 

bull paraphernalia to townships. Dad always said never to trust those kinda folks. But I was adamant 

I’d go with or without Harry’s blessing, and so he gave me a wrist communicator, on the provision I 

would check in every hour. He even offered to take me up the mountain in the sky runner if I gave 

him another day or two to fix the thrusters, but I just wanted out of the township for a day or two 

after what had happened yesterday. I took my father’s lance, and holstered it, followed by a couple 

of loaves. Harry gave me two bottles of his finest Troubadours moonshine courtesy of his whisky 

still, and tried once again to talk me out of the climb, telling me he had made a promise to my father 

to watch over me. I hugged him, telling him I’d be back before the sunset, then left the safety of the 

township wall, and set off for the north mountain. Outside the gates, I made for the wooden sign 

that read ‘Welcome to Valley High- population 56’ and unholstered my father’s Lance. I extended it 

and scored out the ‘56’ replacing it with ‘55’ and turned back to the sentries patrolling the walls, 

“bye dad” I whispered, then turned back to the track. 



 

I obliged the drunk reluctantly, and pulled the cork from the whisky bottle with a pop, noting my 

diminishing rations, as the welcome rain cascaded down over the cave entrance into the dry, barren, 

valley below. It had been at least a month since the last rain fall on Valley High, and the red dirt had 

begun creeping into the crop fields again, our emptying water tanks groaned with hollow bellies.  I 

waited until her cup was raised again, then checked my wristcom display screen, surprised to find it 

had only been three hours since I had last checked in with Harry, it felt like a whole week listening to 

her regale me with her fantastical stories of terraforming heroism, and sabotage by the indigenous 

folks. I was beginning to think this trip up the mountain had all been a mistake, and my father had 

just been pulling my leg about the old drunk on the hill. I peered outside and saw to my dismay that 

the solar thunder storm still showed no signs of easing up, and I realised I’d probably be here 

another three hours, watching this foul smelling tramp piss her pants and fall asleep on the floor. 

She’d already systematically demolished most of my bread, and she was three quarters of the way to 

polishing off my entire bartering bottle of whisky. If it carried on like this, I’d be ration free by 

sunset.  

How did I know she was a ‘Quick Draw’? I didn’t for sure, it was just something my dad had let slip 

not long before he was killed.  I had heard a conversation Harry and my father were having as the 

passing Chrome riders stood waiting to get into our township, speaking of an uprising to the west 

cliffs, but my father had said they hadn’t seen any Bulls in months but he would take a flight over the 

area and search the peeks in the morning. The bikers were looking for shelter for the night, and 

somewhere to store their bull hides before they moved on: three bloodied bull carcasses lay skinned 

over one of the chrome horses. These Chrome riders rode the land between settlements, hunting 

down local wildlife, and selling the skins off. But they were a bad lot, and the word was spreading 

that folks were getting nervous again in the township. My father, the township regulator, stood his 

ground, standing by the open gates in his fine crimson Matador long coat and his Lance hung low in 

its holster, refusing them entry to the township, refusing even to trade with the men, and an ugly 

standoff followed. He sensed trouble and offered a compromise, allowing the leader and one other 

terraformer inside to barter for rations with the towns folk, on the understanding that the others 

waited beyond the walls with their chrome cycles and bull hides. He even suggested he would take a 

quick trip in his sky runner with a posse that he would round up, a group of old Quick Draws and 

regulators he knew scattered around the surrounding hills in various outposts, and he was gonna 

take the sky runner West to check for himself. But the chrome rider had other ideas, and sneaked up 

on my father as he prepped the flying scout ship. He was caught unaware as the terraformer bladed 

him in the back, and destroyed the sky runner’s thruster panel. 

Seemed the riders wanted to collect the bounty on their hides which fetched a handsome reward in 

other parts. Almost as much as their skulls I’m told. I knew the skulls went for a handsome packet in 

some townships further south, although I had never seen one myself. I watched Harry fight them off 

that night, as I cradled my dying father in the red dirt. Harry and a few of the towns folk killed two as 

I watched the cowards on their chrome horses disappear into the valley in billowing dust clouds, and 

I swore I would skin them when I got the chance.  I’ll never forget that face. 

 

  

 

 



 

The woman’s worn, sweat stained crimson overcoat showed no sign of any insignia or squadron 

badge, and I saw no barcode on her neck implying any rank or affiliation with the township. 

Although, looking around at her strewn possessions in the cave, I thought I saw the same crimson 

belt buckled Lance holster hanging by the entrance that was the exact same one as my father used 

to wear while he carried out his duties regulating down in the settlement. The one I now wore for 

protection against chrome riders and savage Bulls.  

Sure, the old girl could have just found it, or stole it from one of the Quick Draws whose Sky runner 

passed by the trading post, but I was hoping for something more. I was hoping to find one of the 

Matador legends who could train me to track my father’s killers. Other sad nic nacs hanging from the 

cave roof reminding me of home, made up of bits of bones and local vegetation. In the corner was a 

dusty abandoned comms device screen, once used to warn the township of intruders, but now sat 

idle. In the other corner, a bed enclosed in what was once a mosquito net draped over the ends, its 

holes taped with duct tape. Boxes of sky ship rations and water ration barrels filled the outpost in 

hap hazard piles waiting to be knocked over. Maps of the surrounding terrain filled the walls, 

marked with various high points and strategic locations for ambushes, water sources and fruit trees. 

Old outpost stations ran the length of the snaking mountain range, a network of wary eyes watching 

to make sure the alarms would ring if the bulls tried sneaking through to our side of the valley. But 

now most of them looked forgotten and abandoned, judging by the red crosses on most of the 

points on the map on the wall. Names had been scribbled out, dates of fights and casualties 

scrawled down the margin. 

I sighed in resignation, initially hoping to find my father’s infamous Matadors, instead I think I 

stumbled on the only surviving local hermit. 

“My father said you were a Matador” 

She looked up at that, her jaws stopped chewing for the briefest moment before she snorted in 

disgust at the word. 

“Yer father you say eh…yeh well, I flew with that pompous ass during the terra war so I did, long 

before dat place down there was anything but a flop house full o’ drunks and washed up pilots 

looking fer a ticket home!” She swung her battered mug at the cave mouth, sloshing the whisky 

inside, pointing down at the settlement. “fuckwits the lot o’ them!” she slurred her words slightly, 

and I could see his eyes begin to droop under the greasy white fringe that had fallen over her face. 

Troubadour moonshine does that to you if you have fallen out of favour with it for a while.  My 

father used to drink it regularly, always raising a glass to his fallen comrades. But this woman had no 

time for sentimental bullshit. With her it was just one top up after the next. Even so, I was impressed 

she could still string her words together. 

“Yeh well one of those fuckwits killed my father last week and tried to steal his sky runner, and I’m 

looking for a Quick draw to help me track him down and serve the bastard a hempen collar” I replied 

angrily, “or even better a silver Lance blade” 

“ Ole to him…say aren’t you a little young to be playing Reg’lators missy?”  she sneered. I balled a fist 

tight against my leg, fighting the urge to smack her blackened teeth down her throat, “I’m 16…how 

old do you need to be to pig stick a gutless coward’s belly?” I replied defiantly. 

“yeh well good luck wi’ dat missy” She raised her battered mug and knocked back the shot I’d just 

poured, then turned to me again, “Ole!”  



 “say…” she wiped her mouth with her grotty sleeve, “a guest who brings der bottle to a party but 

doesn’t drink from it,” she paused, and stared through her greasy fringe at me, “… wants watching 

closely, so she does.”  I held my gaze at the old girl as I slowly raised the bottle to my lips, but I never 

did care for the stuff, gave me belly cramps, but I took a swig anyway, holding the urge to spit the 

fire water onto the floor as I passed her what remained of the liquor sloshing in the bottle. She just 

stared at me and snorted, working out at what price the next bottle was going to cost her.  

 

We sat in the cold silence of the cave as I watched her light a cigarette and adjust her jacket. The 

cave stank of the stale urine fermenting in a bucket by the wall, and tanned animal hide hung at the 

back of the cave. She was pretty self-sufficient up here, but I knew from Harry she was partial to a 

little drink every now and then, venturing down the slopes once a month to trade her animal pelts 

and fresh meat for Harrys moonshine. She never bartered with any other type of carcasses. 

I waited for her to finish her smoke as she stared out to the rain watching it fall outside, her worn 

engineer boot resting on the empty bottle that she had dropped on the cave floor, and was now 

rolling back and forward slowly over the sandy surface. Her grubby hands tore another piece of the 

bread from the cob in her lap as she flicked her flopping fringe from her face, and sniffed her nostrils 

clear. “tell yer what missy, you give up that second bottle of moonshine you’ve been keeping from 

me, and I’ll have a think about what it’ll cost yer to hire me. How’s’ that sound to yer eh?”  

“how did you know my father; did you fly with him? Where you one of the regulators?”   

“ha..fuck no…yer father wasn’t a regulator…” she laughed, stuffing another chunk of the dry bread 

into her mouth, “he was just another terraformer…” another laugh, shaking her head and repeating 

my question as if it was the funniest thing in the world. “now be a good girl and pass over that 

moonshine if it does yer.”   

I’d had enough of this drunk has been, I knew she was a waste of time. Who was she trying to kid, 

she wasn’t a Quick Draw, not anymore. Hell I doubt if she even served time on a Regulator rig as a 

barmaid, let alone as a Matador.   I cursed to myself, and then lifted my pack up off the floor and 

shouldered it, then made my way over to the cave exit. If I knew this woman was going to be such an 

asshole, and I use the term woman loosely, I wouldn’t have bothered with the climb up the cliffs. 

She waited until I was standing out in the rain before she shouted me back,  

“Do you wanna hear my story or not, no skin off my nose either way missy.” 

“No not really, I’ll find the bastards myself thanks” 

She laughed again, coughing up chunks of snotty flem and spat it onto the floor, “good luck wi dat 

missy…tell me, have you even seen what’s out there in these mountains?”  

“the chrome riders, sure. They don’t scare me” I replied, stepping out into the rain. 

“I’m not jawing about those feckin ejits…”she spat, “I’m talking about the beasts in da hills, the 

Bulls…have you seen the Bulls?”  

I shook my head and lowered it to my feet embarrassed. 

“didn’t think so…see that?” she pointed to something stuck on the wall by the hanging pelts, “that’s 

one of yer Bulls heads so it is- caught the little fecker prowling just outside my cave. Think ye can kill 

yerself one of them missy!” 



I stared at the thing on the wall, but wasn’t sure what I was looking at. It looked like the skull of 

something large, its horns now being used as coat hooks. 

“I’ll manage…” I said without turning back to face her, and left her in the squaller of her cave. “what 

about the moonshine!” she shouted after me, “missy…I wouldn’t go out in the feckin’ rain…bulls love 

the rain so they do!” But I was already stumbling over the wet rocks, and putting our meeting far 

behind us to hear her cackled warnings. 

It didn’t take long however for me to wish I had stayed back in the safety of the township walls. 

At first I thought the rumble was just the shifting rocks below my boots as they gave way to my 

weight, or the torrent of water that now gushed from the plateau above. But as I reached out to a 

rocky outcrop to catch my balance, I thought I saw movement from the corner of my eye, but when I 

turned all I saw was the thunderous grey sky looming over the valley. I began sprinting down the 

scree faster as thoughts began entering my head, thoughts about what the drunk had asked about 

killing a bull.  Thoughts of the beast’s head hanging on the cave wall filled my own head, and I 

pictured it now on the head of the chrome rider who killed my father. In my imagination, my father’s 

killer was now wearing the bull’s skull like a Viking helmet, only with drooping horns. 

Another flash from the left caused me to look up again, and this time I saw a shadow sprint over the 

crags above. When I turned to follow the fleeting shadow, I saw what looked like horns protruding 

from the creature’s head, and two large red menacing eyes staring back at me.  

It was the first Bull ever to cross my path. 

The beast wasted no time in sniffing my scent out, and was now hopping from ledge to ledge above 

me. His horns were not fully developed, perhaps that of a young warrior, but they were still big 

enough to gouge out my innards and parade them all the way back to his camp like flapping ribbons 

in his hair. I could see the creature darting from rock to rock, always thinking two steps ahead of its 

footfall as it nimbly closed in on me, all the time grinning widely at the thought of its first kill.   

That’s what they do. My father told me while reading the bedtime stories. Stories about how the Bull 

Elders send their young over the snowy peaks of the territorial mountains, with nothing but their 

tracker darts that they carry to test their hunting skills. A coming of age quest.  Adults told the 

stories to scare us, but said not to worry as most of the beasts were killed trying to enter the 

township as they had no way of penetrating the wall. But for a stray outside the wall like me, they 

are always on the lookout for a tasty snack. That made sure we never strayed far. 

I cursed my stupidity, and drew my father’s lance, extending it to its full length clumsily. I should 

have been more prepared, but I was too wrapped up in revenging my father’s death to heed Harrys 

warnings. As for the Lance, well I knew the basics for the fight, but I was no match for a trained Bull, 

young or old. 

Its first tracker dart caught me right between the shoulder blades, I felt the barbs dig in as the 

tracker began bleeping. That’s the first round to him I thought, hoping I would last long enough to 

use my Lance on him, maybe rip his belly open or catch his throat, spilling his blood before impaling 

me.  Now he could follow me anywhere, and use his remaining darts to render me unconscious- four 

darts usually does it so I’m told, and there is no use trying to pull them out, the hooked barbs just dig 

deeper into your spine the more you try to remove them. 

The second dart whizzed past my ear and embedded itself in the nape of my neck next to the first, 

and I felt the grogginess of the drug flow to my extremities as the rain fell harder. My head felt twice 

the size as I grasped the rock next to me while reaching up to the flopping darts hanging from my 



neck, when a third dart struck my hand, only by sheer luck avoiding a fatal dose of the poison.  The 

only thing to do was to turn and face my aggressor, protect my neck and raise my father’s lance, but 

my head was starting to droop now, and my eyes were seeing double.   I leant back against the cliff 

rock and wriggled off my rucksack, planting my boots in the water cascading through my legs and 

raised my lance to full extend as the bull dropped down onto the sodden shingle ahead of me and 

snorted loudly. To me it looked like the bull was readying for the charge, its silver horns glinting in 

the rain as it lowered its head and crouched like it was preparing for a herculean sprint. His neck was 

huge, bulging with the muscles required to hold such a menacing set of weapons on its shoulders.  

My own head rolled forward as my eyes drooped again blurring with the toxins now poisoning me, 

and my lance felt like a dead weight in my grasp as my knees began to buckle. Then the bull charged 

at me. I looked up to the ridge, waiting for my drunken Matador to spring into action and stand 

shoulder to shoulder with me, so together we could kill our common enemy- but she never 

appeared. 

Ole 

Too late for heroes anyway! 

I heard the thunder above me as my grip on my father’s Lance loosened, and it fell into the torrent 

of water, and no matter how hard i fought against it, my body succumbed and slid away into 

unconsciousness. The dazzling light shone in my eyes as my ears filled with the screeching of the 

charging bull, his pounding hooves thudding and splashing nearer. 

 Then I was flying through the air, the rain in my face and the wind in my flapping hair, as the 

horrendous snorting Bull bellowed in my ears, yet I felt no pain. 

Then I could see the mountain rushing below me, far below me as I lifted higher and higher into the 

storm clouds before my eyes closed, and I finally drifted into unconsciousness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2. 

 

 Harrys muscular frame stood over my bedside smiling. In his hands he carried a fresh basin 

of warm water, and another dressing for my wounds. He said another few seconds and the bull 

would have impaled me against the cliff face, had he not turned the sky runners manoeuvring 

thrusters on us and sent him flying.  I asked him if I managed to Lance the Bull, but he just laughed, 

apparently I was out for the count before the celebrity death match had even started- but it was a 

good effort.  I was still alive after all. Rest was the order of the day now, and I had to promise Harry I 

was not going to get up from the bed because the toxins were still circulating my system. I promised 

as he soaked my swollen neck once more, then laid back and smiled, “Thanks Harry” I smiled and he 

slowly nodded, “did you find your elusive Matador then?” I sighed and dropped my head back onto 

the bed, “she’s no Matador Harry, I should have listened to you from the start.” He smiled, turning 

down the light stick by the bed, “and that’s what you’re going to be doing from now on Martha, no 

more adventures okay” he frowned, “not on my watch anyway” 

“sure Harry, whatever you say” I closed my eyes, and quickly drifted off to sleep again. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. 

 A couple of days later I got a visitor. It was the drunk woman from the mountain. Harry 

ushered her inside and she stood almost as tall as him, and actually looking twice as menacing, “I 

found her at the gates Martha, she asked for you” 

“I got yer a present” she said, passing Harry by the doorway, elbowing him in the ribs, and then 

swaggered over to my bedside, hitching her lance holster to the side of her thigh as she pulled a 

chair to the bed side. She threw my forgotten backpack on the bed and sat on the chair next to me, 

“clever little bugger so he was. Took me most of the night to catch him” she scratched her head and 

inspected the head lice in her finger nails, much to the disgust of Harry. I stared at the bloody 

rucksack on my bed, then back to the woman. “well go on then, he won’t bite’cha,” she laughed, 

“not now anyway!” she turned and winked at Harry. 

I slowly reached for the bag, and unfastened the strap, “the moonshine is gone, if you’re thinkin I 

brought it back, call it payment for yer pressie” she laughed again, “if yer got any more ‘arry, I could 

do with another little shot to calm my ticker, that mountain track aint getting any easier don’cha 

know” Harry frowned, uncrossing his arms and gave me the nod, I nodded back, and he reluctantly 

left the room. 

I said nothing as I slowly peeled back the bags flap. 

“not a bad size for a young’ un, I’ve skinned bigger” she said matter of fact as I reached inside the 

bag cautiously, then pulled out the silver head of the Bull that had charged me on the mountain 

Staring back at me was the same large menacing large red eyes that had spooked me on the 

mountain, only now, I realised that they were in fact red lensed goggles strapped to the skull.  But it 

wasn’t even a skull. It was a silver helmet, a silver helmet worn over the skull by our enemy, 

complete with two silver pointed air purifiers imitating horns protruding from the temples of the 

headgear.   

“neat huh, little buggers’ look just like you and me un’erneath all that fancy gear, well apart from the 

muscles and the bulgin’ veins. Pretty freaky shit, took three blows to cut that from its neck” I just 

stared at the skull, or as I was realising now, the samurai helmet worn by our enemies to scare us 

off, when she added, “it’s the drugs they be pumpin yer with is what gives you the night frights. I 

reckons it’s what makes you hallucinate and see them in all there monster glory eh..!”   

“you…you killed it then?” I asked still turning the helmet over in my hands. “sure did, after ‘arry here 

blasted the bugger half to death with that sky runner’s thrusters, oh yeh here, you dropped this 

missy, thought you’d like it back seen as you reckon you can use it” she laughed, reaching inside her 

muddy crimson long coat, and pulled out my father’s Lance. “you’re gonna need a teacher though, 

because d’at was some weak ass fighting you pulled on that ridge, and besides, Harry aint letting you 

outside the walls again, not until he reckons you’re up savvy wi’ the ways o’ the Matador…ain’t that 

right ‘arry” she turned as Harry entered the room with another of his fine Troubadour whisky 

bottles, and nodded his way. 

“what…you were watching?” I stammered. “sure I was watching you, wanted to see if you had a pair 

so I did…all that talkin’ about pig stickin’ yer da’s killer. I wanted to see if you had it in ya”  

“but…but you left me to fight the Bull…it could’a killed me!”   

“coulda’ woulda’ shoulda’… you got lucky so ya did missy!” she agreed “that’s why ye need me to 

teach ya” 



“teach me? What are you going to teach me… 

“what the feck d’ya think” she said abruptly, stiffening her shoulders and sitting up with her hands 

pushed against her rawhide chaps. “I’m gonna teach ya’ how to fight like a true Matador 

missy…none o’ d’is  nancy bullshit I watched on the mountain”  

“what the hell do you know about being a Matador” I said, without really giving it a thought, and I 

saw she actually looked offended at my words. She sighed, but said nothing for a moment, only 

watched her boots rock on their soles for a moment. 

“Fine, if d’at is way the you want it, then that’s the way it’s gonna be,” she actually slapped her knee, 

and stood up, “…’arry, bottle- set them up please!” she said, and it sounded like a command he had 

heard many times before because I saw his eyes roll. “really…Here… Now?” he replied watching as 

she stood up crunching her knuckles and began pacing the room, “ aye…and the glassware too. Best 

make it worth my while”  

I watched as Harry done as he was asked, and placed the glass over the top off the whisky bottle and 

held it out at arm’s length. “the head ‘arry…missy wants a show an’ tell, so best we give her a show 

eh’ she said. Harry sighed and walked to the end of the bed and placed the whisky bottle with the 

glass over the neck on top his head and held it in place tight. I turned to watch the woman as she 

took a couple of paces back and flicked her crimson coat tails behind her, revealing her worn lance 

holster strung by her thigh. I watched as she wiggled her fingers and stuck her tongue from the 

corner of her mouth, squinting as she focused on the bottle held tight above a bored looking Harry, 

and then in a flash of a wrist her lance was in her hand and fully extended. 

She stood with the extended lance poised at eye height, one arm behind her for balance, the other 

with the lance perpendicular with the floor, and pointing straight at Harrys head. She stepped 

backwards with the grace of a ballet dancer, pivoting her weight sideways as she sliced the lance 

upwards, flicking the whisky glass skyward in a swift elegant movement. In an instant, the Lance was 

slicing upward again, this time skimming the bottle so close I could hear the ring of the glass against 

the silver blade. The lance popped the cork from the whisky neck in a single swipe as it swooshed 

through the air and bayoneted the falling glass before it fell to the floor.  She recovered the Lance 

almost as quick, retracting the blade and catching the glass in her outstretched fist and then 

stamped her heels to the wooden floor and shouted, “OLE!” 

I watched on dumbfounded as Harry nonchalantly removed the corked bottle from his head and 

poured the woman a whisky with a wink.  

“Who…who the hell are you?” I stammered. 

She looked at me with a smile, “Missy, until today, I was the last of the Matadors!” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 


